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The Shafiâ€˜i (Arabic: Ø´Ø§Ù•Ø¹ÙŠ â€Ž ShÄ•fiÊ¿Ä«, alternative spelling Shafei) madhhab is one of the four
schools of Islamic law in Sunni Islam. It was founded by the ...
Shafiâ€˜i - Wikipedia
May Allah's peace and blessings be upon Sayyiduna Muhammad, his family and his companions. â†“
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Texts by GF Haddad - Shaykh Gibril Fouad Haddad
Sunnah (sunnah, (also sunna) Ø³Ù†Ø©, Arabic: , plural Ø³Ù†Ù† sunan) is the body of traditional, social, and
legal custom and practice of the Islamic community, based ...
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